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Grade 12 | Trimester 1 | Careers and Future Choices

 Before you read

Discuss the following questions.

1) Describe an architect’s job.
2) What do you think is difficult and interesting about this job?
3) Do you think this job is stressful? Explain why or why not.
4) What are the people in these photos doing?

An architect is a professional designer 
and developer of buildings like houses, 
schools, and hospitals. Once the building 
design has been decided, the architect 
creates more plans. The architect often 
selects a contractor to carry out the 
projects. They also monitor the work on 
construction sites.

An architect needs a college degree in 
architecture (Bachelor of Architecture 
[BArch]). They must be interested in 
mathematics and be good at it! They 
must also understand the rules of 
engineering. An architect uses a special 
computer program called Computer-
Assisted Design and Drafting (CADD) 
to create designs. Therefore, they must 
have effective computer skills. 

A successful architect must be able to 
work under pressure to deliver projects 
according to target dates. The architect 
must also be a successful designer and 

have strong creative abilities. In addition, 
they must be able to manage large teams 
of contractors and construction workers. 

Architects work for long hours on 
designing their buildings and checking 
on building sites. Overtime work is often 
necessary for them to finish their projects 
on time. 

Architects work both indoors and 
outdoors. They meet their clients and 
develop their designs inside their offices. 
However, they also work outside on the 
construction sites.

The average architect working in the 
U.A.E. earns an annual salary of about 
AED 350,000. The Abu Dhabi Vision 2030 
believes the employment of architects 
will grow by 18 percent in the near future.

SO YOU WANT TO BE… 
AN ARCHITECT
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 Reading Comprehension

Read the text and answer the questions.

1) What is the purpose of the text? Choose the correct answer.   

A) inform F B) advise F C ) persuade F
2) Complete the summary using words from the text. 

computer skills    construction sites    designs    develops   
engineering rules     year    hard-working    Mathematics 

An architect _____________________ and _____________________ buildings such as schools. Architects 

need to be good at _____________________. They need to understand _____________________ .  

An architect must have _____________________ . An architect must be _____________________ . 

Architects work in an office and outside on _____________________ . The average architect in the 

U.A.E. earns 350,000 AED every  _____________________ .

3) Which of these adjectives best describe a successful architect (according to the text)? Circle the 
three most important adjectives.

calm    communicative    creative    detailed    friendly  
hard-working    imaginative    kind    organized    patient    polite  

4) What can be understood, assumed and inferred from this sentence in paragraph 2:  ‘A successful 
architect must be able to work under pressure to deliver projects according to target dates.’

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

5) According to the text, what will happen to the employment of architects in the U.A.E. by 2030? 
Why do you think this will happen?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

 Vocabulary
A)  Choose the correct answer.   

1)  What is the definition of a professional? Someone who ___________________

A) has an important job F B) is paid a high salary F 
C) is an expert F D) manages a team F
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B)  What do the words in italics mean? Choose the correct answer.   

1) The architect often selects a contractor.

A) employs F B) chooses F C) asks F D) invites F
2) He also monitors the work on the construction site.

A) checks F B) directs F C) organizes F D) helps F
3) He must also understand the rules of engineering.

A) details F B) facts F C) laws F D) main ideas F
4) They meet clients inside their office.

A) employers F B) customers F C) colleagues F D) contractors F
5) The average architect working in the U.A.E. earns a good salary.

A) traditional F B) experienced F C) qualified F D) standard F 

C) Use your dictionary to search for job descriptors and job titles to complete the table.

Field of study Name of job Job Descriptor

1) architect

2) engineer

3) computer programming

4) doctor

 Grammar

Complete the sentence. Choose the correct answer.   

1) Architects must be good ___________ Mathematics.

A) in F B) on F C) at F D) for F
2) Architects ___________ contractors to work for them.

A) are employed F B) employing F C) employ F D) are employ F
3) Architects have to complete their work ___________ time.

A) on F B) in F C) at F D) about F
4) Architects discuss plans with ___________ clients. 

A) our F B) his F C )their F D) your F
5) The average architect ___________ long hours.

A) work F B) working F C) works F D) is worked F
6) Salaries may ___________ in the near future. 

A) to rise F B) rising F C) rises F D) rise F
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 Critical Thinking

1) What other skills does one need to be a good architect?

2) List two challenges and two rewards of being an architect.

Challenges Rewards

1) _______________________________________________

2) _______________________________________________

1) _______________________________________________

2) _______________________________________________

3) Would you be a good architect? What would be your weaknesses and your strengths for this 
job? Tell the class or another student. 

4) Choose one of the details you listed above and expand by writing about your strengths and 
weaknesses for the job.  Write the paragraph in your notebook. 

 Writing

1) Compare and contrast the job of an architect with another career of your choice. Complete the 
diagram below with notes about the difference sand similarities of the two jobs.

2) Write two sentences for each bullet point to build 2 paragraphs for an essay comparing and 
contrasting the two careers.  

About the profession: 
•	 Description of job

•	 Working conditions
•	 Salary

About the candidate / professional: 
•	 Qualifications required
•	 Skills needed
•	 Personality characteristics 

 Extension
If you were given the job of drawing the plans for a new structure / building, what would you 
draw? Describe your buildings. Write three sentences including adjective and plural nouns.

architect____________________________________________ ____________________________________________

               _______________________________________________________          ____________________________________         ______________________________________________________

       ________________________________________________________       _______________________________________________       ________________________________________________________

   _________________________________________________________      ___________________________________________________     _________________________________________________________

     _________________________________________________________     _________________________________________________      ________________________________________________________

             _______________________________________________________         ________________________________________         _______________________________________________________

                            _______________________________________________________         _______________________           _____________________________________________________

                                                            __________________________________________________                    ________________________________________________


